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ARTISTE OUVRIER - DRAWER’S LEGACY - 2002/2022 

Los Angeles, Athenessa Gallery is very pleased to present   “Drawer’s Legacy"   a  solo exhibition of 

paramount importance devoted to the work of the eminent French artist  Artiste Ouvrier  (AO).   

Opening on March 19th the exhibition will encompass two decades of the artist’s continuing elevation of 

stencil art, the most comprehensive exhibition given to the date of AO's body of work.   

“Drawer’s Legacy” in the form of over 150 artworks painted on recycled drawers and presented in 

reverse chronological order, opens the full scope of AO's singular style and allows the viewer to share 

the transformative journey with AO from the original series “Fond de Tiroirs" first exhibited in Paris in 

2002,  all the way to his current state in Los Angeles, CA. 

 

PR - March 2022

Venus In the Waves 
Hand cut stencil and spray paint on wood drawer 

20 x 32 3/4 x 4 1/4 in



It is impossible to speak about “Drawer’s Legacy”,   its first pieces of the series dating back as early as 

2000, without honoring the catalytic role AO’s work and philosophy played in the transformation of the 

Stencil Art movement as a whole. Twenty years ago the inclusion of the medium in a gallery show, let 

alone a museum was an unfathomable concept. Constantly questioning the status quo, AO challenged 

what the public and what the establishment considered valuable altering the economic landscape and 

transient nature of Stencil Art permanently. 

The original conception of the “Drawer’s Legacy" began as a symbolic gesture of AO’s departure from 

his role as critically acclaimed and awarded poet and playwright and initiation into his life in the visual 

arts.  

“I  no longer wanted to write FOR my drawer but to expose the drawer ITSELF. What’s important here is 

what is not seen or read. We can not grasp what is dynamic by standing outside it and applying 

concepts to it, because concepts, being static and unchanging, distort its continuous flow. We can fully 

grasp our object only by having it indirect, immediate experience. This is philosophic, mystical 

knowledge.” 

With the theme of exposed drawers, comes the expulsion of metaphor.  AO  “Drawer’s Legacy” 

comments on the limitations and parameters that metaphor inflicts on poetic possibilities. Emptied of 

pretenses, of tools, of repression. Emptied of liberation and free of distinction between public and 

private what AO presents with Drawer’s Legacy is a triumph of craft and singularity of vision 

incomparable in stature.  

Drawer’s Legacy is presented by Athenessa Gallery from March 19 to April 19, a rare chance to see a 

massive and vital collection of work from a world acclaimed stencil artist. 

Opening Reception:  March 19, 2022, 5 PM - 8PM 
Exhibition: March 19 - April 19 
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Los Angeles, CA 90036 
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PR - March 2022

Death  Angel after E. Burne Jones 
Hand cut stencil and spray paint on wood drawer 

26 x 13 1/4 x 7 in
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